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He very much misses his parents today, but feels that they must be kvelling and hosting an oneg in olam ha’bah.

An angel of the Lord appeared to him in a blazing fire out of a bush. He gazed and there was a bush all aflame, yet the bush was not consumed.

—Exodus 3:2

“To burn or not to burn”—that’s not the question. It was only when Moses paused and really looked at the burning bush that he saw the miracle. In this revelatory moment, Moses experienced the paradox and the challenge that would guide the rest of his life: Could a bush burn, yet not be consumed? Could he be called on to act on God’s behalf, to say “hineni,” but remain fully human? In my rabbinate I hope to be ever open to seeing the miraculous while remaining totally present to those I serve—so that I, like Moses, can stand on “holy ground” and yet be wholly grounded.